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Maria Laurino’s memoir, Were You Always an Italian?, was published in
2000, and has been considered a national bestseller. Its chapters have been
widely anthologized in the Norton Reader, the Italian American Reader,
Don’t Tell Mama!, and Crossing Cultures. The book tapped into a new
version of Italian American autobiography as demonstrated by the literary
criticism of Edvige Giunta, Writing with an Accent, travel writing by Paul
Paolicelli, Dances with Luigi and Under the Southern Sun, and Mark Rotella’s
Stolen Figs. These works express a reconsideration of Italy and the writer’s
ancestors and the formation of a new association with the Italian culture.
Laurino is a third-generation Italian-American who grew up in 1950s New
Jersey as one of the few Italians in a middle-class Jewish neighborhood, a
minority whose ethnicity was long silent. The title of her book, “Where You
Always an Italian?” was inspired by a question posed by Mario Cuomo, the
former governor of New York, during an interview. Not until Mr. Cuomo
asked her, “Where you always an Italian?” did she reflect on the associations
of her origins and identity. Ashamed to admit that she had been uncomfortable
in the past by her ethnicity, Laurino was comforted to discover that Mr.
Cuomo, so openly Italian-American in his speeches and television interviews,
had struggled with the same issues.
The book is widely considered an important work, recounting the stories
of newcomers and their assimilation in a new land. The San Francisco
Chronicle considers it one of the best works about the immigrant experience
in America. Some critics accentuate the “original and informative” features of
the book that communicate more than the usual stereotypes (David Chase).
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Other critics have emphasized the skillful writing and the emotional
involvement: “Adroitly, without defensiveness, Laurino takes us on a journey
of exploration of the Italian-American experience, with intelligence and love”
(Helen Barolini).
With this autobiographical work, Laurino observes and recounts the
astonishing occurrences that characterized her life in the United States.
Notwithstanding Italians’ effort to adopt English at home in an attempt to be
completely assimilated, Laurino examines those private moments in which the
dialect from Southern Italy was used among her family members and the
emotion of shame it inevitably generated. This study analyzes those moments
of sharing shame in relation to the use of dialect. How does Laurino use
dialect to instigate shame and for which purposes? What are the situations
worthy of shame and why?
Shame and Dialect
In order to examine the situations and implications of shame crafted by
Laurino in her representation of Italian-Americans’ use of dialect words, I
draw upon theories of shame developed by, among others, Silvan Tomkins
(1995) and Agnes Haller (1985). According to these theorists, in contrast to
honor, regarded as an ongoing development of respect that inspires
individuals of a group, shame is usually defined, in contrast to all the other
affects, as a manifestation of the self. It is the emotion of unworthiness, loss,
and isolation that is conveyed by lowering the eyes, losing facial expression,
and a loosening of the neck muscles making the head bend (Tomkins 134).
Shame is perceived as an emotion intimately connected to other individuals’
observation and discernment (Haller 5).
Before investigating specific situations generating shame as a consequence
of using dialect, it is useful to note that Laurino acquired her colloquial speech
from her parents and grandparents who had distinct vernaculars, as she
defined the language of “illiterate people from the south” (102). Despite her
parents’ attempt to assimilate and use the English language, the writer states it
was impossible for her mother to keep her beloved dialect in storage. She
mentioned many words whose literal meaning the writer understood much
later, such as “gabbadotz” (102), used when she refused to change her
opinion, “mooshamoosh” (102), when she was exhausted and indifferent,
“bubidabetz” (117), to express the idea that a woman is not working so hard,
and “pizza chiena” (transformed in pizza gain in Italgish) (114) which was a
stuffed pizza. Laurino explains that these words were used privately, as she
later realized that she would face undue mortification if their code of silence
was broken and spoken to outsiders (103).
In the chapter entitled “Words”, Laurino explains that representations of
shame are often associated with the use of dialect as connected with southern
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Italian food or Italian customs. Laurino expressed a kind of shame when
recounting her father’s experiences in demonstrating the complex
phenomenon of adaptation. Although born in New Jersey, her father
maintained his ancestors’ habits of picking edible food wherever it was
available. When he was a boy, he worked during the weekends as a caddy at a
fancy golf club, and, one day, he discovered a fertile patch of green off the
silky eighteen-hole course. Without hesitation, when finished working, he
started to pull up chicoy (105), the dialect word for dandelions usually eaten
in salad. When asked, his father replied, “I’m picking these for tonight’s
dinner” (105). The skeptical golfer replied, “You eat grass?” (105). She
continues: “my father nodded, too embarrassed to explain the satisfying bitter
taste of chicoy or lie when caught green-handed” (105). Laurino explains that
“the shame that my father must have felt on the golf course as a child, in a
diluted form, passed along to me” (105). Laurino recalls a similar shame when
she was eight years old and shared with Joey, one of her brother’s friends, her
favorite food. When she was asked what her favorite food was and she
attempted to reply, she felt her brother’s large hand covering her mouth,
preventing her from speaking. After desperately struggling, her muted
screams finally converted into a louder shout: “Chicken feet. Check-ken feet.
CHICKEN FEEEET” (104). Joey’s disbelief was apparent: “‘Chicken
FEEEEEET?’ ‘Did she say chicken feet?” (104). Attempting to reassure Joey,
her brother, “scrunching up his boyish white face as if he had never heard
anything quite so disgusting, replied, ‘I don’t know what she’s talking about’
and at the same time he opened the screen and deposited his sister inside the
house, and slammed the door” (105). Laurino remembered she furiously ran
upstairs and watched them walk down the street. She writes, “my teary face
plastered against the windowpane” (105). She also specifies that, after such a
dramatic event, her mother never cooked chicken feet again since they “were
mortified to have been caught serving such a low-rent meal. Their shame
turned everyday acts into small secrets as we lived out stereotype of trusting
only the family; Don’t mention our foods; don’t use our dialect words” (106).
Through these representations, Laurino proposes shame as depicted by
Tompkins. Her father and brother feel embarrassed by their family’s different
customs. In the first example, the father feels ashamed and isolated and was
only able to reply with a simple nod expressing all his loneliness. Laurino
amplifies the significance of this event when she declares that, because of that
incident, his father’s shame spread to other family members. In the second
example, the brother’s feelings of shame and disconnect prevent him from
sharing his own customs and identity. Laurino’s representation of shame
creates reflections of the complex process of assimilation and the difficulties
encountered by minority groups in adapting to the customs and values of the
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prevailing culture. Shame helps us to realize that ignorance and unfamiliarity
are often components that generate sentiments of isolation.
Laurino proposes other examples of the shame generated in using dialect
words associated with southern food to further investigate the implications of
separation. She remembers the time she was working as a newspaper reporter,
and, one day, she offered a colleague one of her mother’s homemade totalles.
an Italian-American word for the southern Italian food known as taralli, made
“with flour, eggs, olive oil, fennel seed, and pepper” (107). To legitimize the
recipe, the author briefly explains the procedure to make them: shaping pieces
of rolled dough into circles, boiling, and then baking them until they are
crispy. Laurino recounts that when she handed a totalle to a newspaper man
who spent his day editing words, she was asked the obvious question from
him. “Thanks. And what is this called?” (108). She replied without hesitation,
“It’s an Italian pretzel” (108). The dialogue continues:
“I’ve never seen this. What’s its name?”
“I don’t know,” I fumbled, never a good liar.
“It must have a name”.
“It’s an Italian version of a bagel”.
“How can you not know what it’s called?” he repeated, exasperated by
my food comparisons.
“I don’t know its name”, I replied, and walked away. (108)
In this instance, the writer, following her father and brother’s previous
actions, prefers to avoid the pronunciation of the dialect word, totalle, in the
attempt to avoid the man’s wonder and consequently, her own shame. The
perception of others’ points of view is so prominent than the writer, aware of
the contrasting assessment, prefers to deny the knowledge of the dialect word
and find instead similarities with another food more familiar to her colleague.
This example reflects Sartre’s concept of shame: not an emotion simply
generated by an individual observation, but perceived in need of other
people’s consideration (246). With this model of shame, Laurino calls
attention to the importance of respecting other people’s ways of living, but, at
the same time, she accentuates the significance of unresolved experiences of
disconnection such as “past neglects, humiliations, and violations” (Miller and
Stiver 1) that can produce profound and lasting negative outcomes.
Accordingly, Laurino suggests that experiences of shame may cause
individuals to pursue safety through withdrawal and isolation, eventually
weakening the occasion for essential growth-fostering relationships.
If the usage of dialect words produces shame in foreign countries, the
situation does not differ when these expressions are used in the country where
the dialects were originally spoken. Laurino investigates the shame associated
with the use of dialect words in communicating the significance of all
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linguistic variations. Recalling her trips to Italy, the author recounts her
difficulties in speaking the correct Italian language, avoiding any trace of
accent, and using the appropriate grammar. She specifies, “I also carried with
me an assortment of dialect words from my childhood, and tried them out on
my Italian friends, expecting downturned Roman smiles and knowing nods
that signaled camaraderie” (100). Her friends’ response, on the contrary,
makes her infantile sense of embarrassment to reappear. She writes, “Their
confused stares confirmed that I had once again committed some gross
violation of their language; and the look on their faces brought back my sense
of childhood shame about dialect” (100). Notwithstanding her attempt to
communicate in Italian to bond with her Italian friends, her different way of
speaking reflecting an old dialect mixed with American sounds and linguistic
constructions, generates embarrassment and isolation, bringing back
memories of other similar uncomfortable moments. Moreover, when she
arranged a conversation between the two Concettas (her mother, Connie, and
Connie’s first cousin Concettina in Italy), the two women could not
understand each other at all. Laurino reports that her mother, after that
conversation, felt so ashamed that her Italian relative could not understand her
that she immediately called another cousin in New Jersey to verify that her
archaic nineteenth-century, “a relic of the past” (119) Italian dialect, was still
working in the US.
Thus, Laurino relates the connection between shame and society. Agnes
Heller’s investigation of shame and conscience highlights this association. For
Heller, while conscience is triggered by reason, perceived as a sort of inner
voice, shame is activated by social customs, here, all those norms and customs
that exemplify “the eyes of the others” (5). Absorbing the perception of her
interlocutors who do not understand the dialectal words she is using, Laurino
encounters embarrassment and the same sense of inadequacy she experienced
when she was a child and spoke her southern dialect. Shame is employed here
to elevate the use of dialect in expressing the equal dignity of all language
expressions and to sensitize the reader in linguistic diversity for preserving
culture. In fact, it has been often demonstrated that an understanding of
different cultural approaches to the world may provide more information and
a more complete evaluation of the human condition.
Conclusions
Laurino’s representations of shame associated with the use of the southern
dialect or food habits, as a way to express the difficulty of assimilating, the
significance of isolations, and the importance of all linguistic variations,
appear to be mostly meaningful in today’s reality. Although problems of
assimilation and integration are prominent in our societies, Laurino suggests
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that additional effort should be devoted to attaining an improved
comprehension of people’s ways of living.
Through the mechanisms of shame, Laurino encourages the reader to
acquire cultural competence, developing an awareness of one’s own cultural
uniqueness and understandings about differences, as well as the capability to
absorb and build on the changing cultural and community norms of people
belonging to different groups. As Jean Moule simply puts it, cultural
competence “begins with a respect for other ways of knowing and interacting,
and a humility about our own assumptions” (7).
Laurino’s representations of shame as linked to the use of dialect words
from the southern part of Italy reflect the isolation and detachment millions of
Italians and other immigrants in general feel when attempting to approach a
new culture in a foreign country. At the same time, because dialect
expressions evolve over time and absorb the influences of local languages,
Laurino’s models of shame demonstrate that individuals may experience
embarrassment and detachment also speaking with people from the country
where the dialect was originally spoken.
The representations of shame associated with dialect call attention to the
necessity not only to develop a culture competence that allows a humble
respect of all forms of understanding and communication but also an
emotional competence that produces a tolerance of ambiguity, an ability to
find unfamiliar conditions exciting rather than scary or embarrassing. Laurino
demonstrates that cultural and emotional competences overcome shame by
promoting the respect of all language expressions, resulting in productive
consequences for identity, communication, social assimilation, and growth.
Such valuable strategies lead to better and increased collaboration among
individuals.
__________
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